	
  

THE HISTORY OF THE MAS DES OLIVES.

History

same family over 150 years into our century.

The history of the Mas des Olives dates back

The family still resides in Sainte Colombe.

to the 16th century. The name of the once

The change of owner and the expansion of

agricultural estate, which is located directly

living area occurred only in recent times.

at the entrance of Sainte Colombe, a small

Before reopening of the Mas des Olives as a

village not far from Bédoin in the department

living and guesthouse in 2017 all the parts of

of Var in Provence and a starting point to the

the house were adapted to the contemporary

southern ascent of the Mont Ventoux, is

demands by conversion, renovation and

related to the 700 olive trees which surround

where necessary refurbishment.

the country house on 5.5 hectares. In the
passed the country house (Mas) was named

Goals

Gnasses, later as guesthouse Mas des deux

The Mas des Olives aims at being more than

Soeurs.

just an ordinary guesthouse. The country
house should serve again its economic

House

purpose, with the production of its own

The Mas des Olives is perfectly embedded

natural goods and as a time adequate

into the landscape of the northwest

guesthouse. The Mas des Olives is run by

Provence, with a spectacular view to the

people who nurture this responsibility and

south. It reflects the warmth and hospitality,

act accordingly, with respect and

which resides in the tradition of the county

engagement for the house, the environment

house. The house was always a place of

and the region. At the Mas des Olives we put

work. In the passed silkworms were breaded,

relaxation first of all, even if often there is

later vineyards reached all the way to the

more to it than just to rest and to lay back.

house. With work the Mas des Olives

Here, activities have their value as well as

represented a home for all who found their

local treats. Here also sociability as well as

income under one roof.

the knowledge that taking care is done in all

The stony country house, with its original

conscience is a value – the way open minded

central part, which served as the living part

and responsible world travelers care of.

and the two wings north and south, which
served as economic part, was held by the
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